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I have some idea that I should be using regex.matches(".???") and.matches(".+"), but I dont know how to integrate this with the other two methods. A: You can use the method to do your
job using the code below: List emails = new ArrayList(); for(String email:emailsList) { if(email.matches("[a-z0-9._%+-]+@[a-z0-9.-]+\\.[a-z]{2,}")) { System.out.println(email); } } The
advantage of this method is to extract only the email address from the list instead of all the line content. If this is your first visit, be sure to check out the FAQ by clicking the link above.

You may have to register before you can post: click the register link above to proceed. To start viewing messages, select the forum that you want to visit from the selection below. Thanks.
If a player wants to be a game manager and have the ball at the end of the game, then they will have to be part of an offense. We had a very limited stable of personnel and year after year,

we relied on our 3 man line and an Okung like QB playing well enough to know the pressures we could expect. Now we have all these new guys with more experience and much better
players to put around them. I don't think the right thing is to shove the ball into his hands because of what he's been doing at tight end. He needs to learn that it is going to be his

responsibility to block his man because our QB is no Cam Newton. He'll have to learn from the stars of the past-- guys like Mincks, Gibbs, and Kasay. He needs to learn to block better.
We need a QB who can read coverage, and he needs to learn to walk in the pocket, sidestep d-linemen, and find the open man. He needs to run instead of throwing unless there is no other

choice. If he can do all this he'll have a good chance to be the "X-factor". I'd
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